
TAF Architects on the design “Our idea was to update the classic Scandi-
navian wood table. The result has obvious references to traditional Scandinavian 
furniture making, but choice of materials and detailing give it a new expression. 
Furthermore, we wanted to make the table adaptable to personal needs - with a 
choice of 2 different table tops, 3 frames and 3 types of legs. There are 18 ways 
to create a personal and unique table.”
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The table top board is cut out and a list in solid 
wood is glued on to the edges all the way around 
it. Veneer is glued on top and bottom all the way 
out to the edge. The surface gets grinded and 
treated with white oil for the natural oak look,
and painted for the coloured table tops. The steel 
frame is laser cut, bended and painted with pow-
der coating. The legs are lathe grinded and the 
surfaces treated with oil or paint.
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Multi functional table

Customized sizes for projects available upon 
request.

Indoor

Length:   200
Width:   90
Leg height:  63
Total height:  73
Length between legs: 185
Width between legs: 78

Oak / Ash / Steel frame

Oak: legs and top
Grey: legs and frame
Black: legs, top and frame
White: frame

Clean table often and carefully with a soft dry 
cloth following the grain pattern. Periodically
clean with moist cloth along the wood grains.
Dry immediately with soft and dry cloth following 
wood grains. The wood should not be subjected 
to excessive humidity, heat or direct sunlight. Use 
of wax, oil, etc. is dependent on the finish type 
and is done at own risk.

TAF Architects is a Stockholm-based design and 
architecture studio making International headlines 
within product and interior design.
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ADAPTABLE TABLE
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